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P R I O R K N O W L E D G E F O R R E L AT I O N E X T R A C T I O N

An average English word is four letters and a half. By hard,
honest labor I’ve dug all the large words out of my vocabulary
and shaved it down till the average is three letters and a half...
So I never write ‘metropolis’ for seven cents, because I can get
the same money for ‘city’. I never write ‘policeman’, because I
can get the same price for ‘cop’... I never write ‘valetudinarian’
at all, for not even hunger and wretchedness can humble me
to the point where I will do a word like that for seven cents; I
wouldn’t do it for fifteen.

Mark Twain’s Speeches. “Spelling and Pictures”.

abstract

This chapter discusses the problem of marrying structural similarity with
semantic relatedness for NLP data. Aiming at accurate relation recogni-
tion from text, we introduce local alignment kernels and explore various
possibilities of using them for this task. We define a local alignment ker-
nel based on the Smith-Waterman score as a sequence similarity measure
and proceed with a range of possibilities for computing a similarity be-
tween elements of sequences. We propose to use distributional similarity
measures on elements and by doing so we are able to incorporate extra
information from unlabeled data into the learning task. Our experiments
suggest that the LA kernel provides promising results on various biomed-
ical corpora outperforming a baseline by a large margin. Additional
series of experiments have been conducted on generic data sets of seven
relation types. Similarly to the performance on the domain-specific data,
performance of the LA kernel is comparable to the current state-of-the-art
results.

A part of this chapter was published in the Proceedings of the In-
ternational Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING) 2008

co-authored with Pieter Adriaans “A Local Alignment Kernel in the Con-
text of NLP” [83] and also presented at the Seventh International Tbilisi
Symposium on Language, Logic and Computation as a talk “Towards
Incorporating Semantic Information into Relation Learning Task”, Tbilisi,
Georgia, September 2007.
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94 prior knowledge for relation extraction

6.1 introduction

In our setting of learning relations from text, we are mostly interested
in methods that employ complex structures, such as sequences or trees.
This stems from the observation that linguistic units are organized in
the complex structures and understanding how words or word senses
relate to each other often requires contextual information. We have
already shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that partial information from
syntactic trees may be sufficient for relation extraction. In this chapter
we continue by considering sequences of the dependency paths but in
addition the focus is on how to use external sources of information and
how to incorporate them into the relation extraction task.

By external sources of information we refer to either existing ontologies
or to large collections of unannotated data. The basic assumption here is
that if the background (or prior) knowledge is relevant to the learning
task at hand, it may improve performance. The two sources of additional
information that we mentioned can serve for the same purpose albeit
in different ways. Large unannotated corpora allow us to automatically
derive similar (or related) words to what is already found in the train-
ing set. The existing semantic resources provide information that was
gathered by hand and verified. The obvious difference is in coverage and
accuracy. While use of large collections of text allows us to derive almost
any information we need, it is always done with some accuracy that is
not necessarily approaching maximum. In contrast, existing resources
created by humans can provide very precise information, but it is less
likely that they will cover all possible areas of interest.

Relation extraction is one of the tasks in natural language processing
which is constantly revisited. To date, there are many methods which
have been proposed to tackle it. Such approaches often benefit from using
syntactic information [18] and background knowledge [170]. However, it
would be interesting to employ additional information not necessarily
contained in the training set. This chapter presents a contribution to the
work on relation extraction by combining statistical information with
string distance measures.

The chapter is organized as follows. We start with the definition
of a local alignment kernel and show how it is defined on the Smith-
Waterman measure. We proceed by discussing how a substitution matrix
can be constructed in the context of natural language processing tasks.
Once the method is described, we turn to the task of relation extraction
and present our experiments. We conclude by discussing possible future
directions.
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6.2 kernel methods on strings: an overview

In Chapter 3 we reviewed a number of learning methods including
kernel methods. We have also mentioned that kernel methods provide
an attractive option of defining a complex kernel on the basis of simpler
kernel functions. But how to define a kernel in such a way that it
would work well for our problem? How can we use prior knowledge
so that it helps? Intuitively, if the prior knowledge we have is relevant
to the learning problem, its use should result in better predictive power.
Moreover, if this knowledge covers different aspects of the learning
problem, it should also be possible to reduce the number of training
instances. A question that remains is how to actually use the background
knowledge during learning. Inductive logic programming offers one
possible solution to use it explicitly, in the form of additional Horn
clauses [21]. In the Bayesian learning paradigm information on the
hypothesis without seeing any data is encoded in a Bayesian prior [123].
It is less obvious though how to represent and use background knowledge
in other learning frameworks. Schoelkopf in his PhD thesis addressed the
problem of prior knowledge for visual recognition tasks in the context of
support vector machines. One well-known work on prior knowledge and
SVMs suggests to represent the former as polyhedral sets [50]. Recently,
Le et al. [97] emphasized the limitations of this method and proposed
to modify the hypothesis space instead of rephrasing the optimization
problem. They argue that not only prior knowledge has to be taken into
account but also the likelihood of certain examples to occur.

Let us first review a number of kernels on strings that have been
proposed in the research community over the past years. A very natural
domain to look for them is the biomedical field where many problems
can be formulated as string classification (protein classification and amino
acid sequences to name a few). Sequence representation is however not
only applicable to the biomedical area but can also be considered for
many of the natural language processing tasks. After introducing kernels
that have been used in biomedicine, we move to the NLP domain and
present recent work on relation extraction by employing kernel methods.

6.2.1 The spectrum kernel

In 2002, Leslie et al. [102] have proposed a discriminative approach to
protein classification. Naturally, many methods to tackle this task have
been studied in the past but the novelty of Leslie et al. [102] method
lies in its generality and its lower computational complexity (as com-
pared against Lodhi et al. [112] discussed in 6.2.3). For any sequence
x ∈ X, the authors define a m-spectrum to be the set S of all contiguous
subsequences of x whose length is equal to m. All possible m-long sub-
sequences q ∈ S are indexed by using the frequency of their occurrence
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(φq(x)). Consequently, a feature map for a sequence x and alphabet A is
equal Φm(x) = (φq(x))q∈Am . The spectrum kernel for two sequences x
and y is defined as follows 1:

kS(x, y) =< Φm(x), Φm(y) > (6.1)

Now, even assuming contiguous subsequences for small m, the feature
space to consider is very large. The authors propose to detect all subse-
quences of length m by using a suffix tree method which guarantees fast
computation of the kernel matrix. The spectrum kernel was tested on
the task of homology detection. By comparing the method against other
existing techniques, Leslie et al. [102] showed that it yields performance
comparable to the SVM-Fisher and iterative HMMs. The best results
were achieved by setting m to a relatively small number (3).

6.2.2 Mismatch kernels

The mismatch kernel that was introduced later by almost the same group
of researchers as in the case of a spectrum kernel [103] is essentially an
extension of the latter. An obvious limitation of the spectrum kernel is
that all considered subsequences are contiguous and should match exactly.
In the mismatch kernel the contiguity is preserved while the match
criterion is changed. In other words, instead of looking for all possible
m-length subsequences for a given subsequence, one is searching for all
possible subsequences of length m allowing up to r mismatches. Such a
comparison will certainly result in a larger subset of subsequences but the
kernels defined in this way can still be calculated rather fast. The kernel is
formulated similarly to the spectrum kernel and the only major difference
is in computing the feature map for all sequences. More precisely, a
feature map for a sequence x is defined as Φm,r(x) =

∑
q∈S Φm,r(q)

where Φm,r(q) = (φβ(q))β∈Am . φβ(q) is binary and indicates whether
sequence β belongs to the set of m-length sequences that differ from q at
most in r elements (1) or it does not (0). It is clear that if r is set to 0, the
mismatch kernel is reduced to the spectrum kernel.

The authors also show that the mismatch kernel not only yields the
state-of-the-art performance on a protein classification task but also
provides subsequences that are informative from a biological point of
view.

1 to distinguish between different types of kernels discussed in this chapter, we use
subscripts
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6.2.3 Kernel methods and NLP

One of the merits of kernel methods is the ability to design kernels
for different structures, be it strings or trees. In the NLP field (and
in relation extraction, in particular) most work roughly falls into two
categories. In the first one, kernels are defined over the plain text by
considering sequences of words. In the second one, more attention is
paid to structural information, such as dependency paths or trees, output
of shallow parsing and others. In this short review we do not take a
chronological perspective but rather start with the methods that are based
on sequences and proceed with the approaches that make use of syntactic
information.

In the same year when the spectrum kernel was designed, Lodhi et al.
[112] introduced string subsequence kernels that provide flexible means
to work with text data. In particular, subsequences are not necessarily
contiguous and are weighted according to their length. The authors claim
that even without the use of any linguistic information their kernels are
able to capture semantic information which is reflected in the good per-
formance on the Reuters data set. String kernels can be further extended
to syllable kernels which proved to do well on text categorization [165].

Subsequence kernels

In the discovery of binary relations, the most natural way is to consider
words located around and in between two named entities (relation argu-
ments). This approach was taken by Bunescu and Mooney [16] whose
choice of sequences was motivated by the textual patterns found in cor-
pora. For instance, they observed that some relationships are expressed
by ‘subject-verb-object’ constructions while others are part of the noun
and prepositional phrases. As a result, three types of sequences were
considered: fore-between (words before and between two named entities),
between (words only between two entities) and between-after (words
between and after two entities). Additionaly, the length of sequences is
restricted. To handle data sparsity, the authors generalize over existing
sequences by using PoS tags, entity types and WordNet synsets. A gen-
eralized subsequence kernel was recursively defined as the number of
weighted sparse subsequences that two sequences share. In absence of
syntactic information, an assumption is made that longer subsequences
are not likely to represent positive examples and as such are penalized.
This subsequence kernel is computed for all three types of sequences and
the resulting relation kernel is defined as a sum over the three subkernels.
Experimental results on a biomedical corpus and the more general ACE
corpus were encouraging, showing that the relation kernel performs
better than manually written patterns and an approach based on longest
common subsequences.
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A method proposed by Giuliano et al. [56] was largely inspired by
the work of Bunescu and Mooney [16]. However, instead of looking
for subsequences in three types of sequences, the authors treat them
as a bag-of-words and define what is called a global kernel as follows.
First, each sequence type (pattern) P is represented by a vector φP whose
elements are counts of how many times each token was used in P.

A local kernel is defined similarly but only using words surrounding
named entities (left and right context). A final shallow linguistic kernel
is defined as the combination of the global and the local kernels. Experi-
ments on biomedical corpora suggest that this kernel outperforms the
subsequence kernel by Bunescu and Mooney [16].

Distributional kernels

Recently, Séaghdha and Copestake [169] introduced distributional kernels
that are based on kernel functions resembling well-known distributional
measures. They show that it is possible to define kernels that are equiva-
lent to Jensen-Shannon divergence (JCD), Hellinger, L1 and L2 distances.
This can be done by deriving a positive semi-definite function from the
negative semi-definite function. In the experimental setting they use co-
occurrence statistics in the form of either syntactic relations or n-grams.
This approach proved to be successful for a number of tasks, such as
compound interpretation, relation extraction and verb classification. On
all of them, the JCD kernel clearly outperforms Gaussian and linear
kernels. Moreover, estimating distributional similarity on the BNC cor-
pus provides performance similar to the results obtained on the Web 1T
5-Gram Corpus (which contains 5-grams with their observed frequency
counts and was collected from the Web). This is an interesting finding
because BNC corpus was used to estimate similarity from syntactic rela-
tions whereas the latter corpus contains n-grams only. Most importantly,
the method of Séaghdha and Copestake [169] provides empirical support
for the claim that using distributional similarity as prior knowledge is
beneficial for relation extraction.

Kernels over syntactic structures

Kernels defined over unpreprocessed text data seem attractive because
they can work for any language and only few steps have to be taken
before applying the kernel method. However, as general as they are, they
can lose at precision when compared to the methods using analyzed
text input. Re-ranking parsing trees [32] was one of the first applica-
tions of kernel methods to NLP problems. To accomplish this goal, the
authors rely on the subtrees that a pair of trees has in common. Later
on, Moschitti [131] explored convolution kernels on dependency and
constituency structures to do semantic role labeling and question clas-
sification. This work introduces a novel kernel which is called a partial
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tree kernel (PT). It is essentially built on two kernels proposed before,
subtree kernel (ST) that contains all descendant nodes from a target root
(including leaves) and subset tree (SST) that is more flexible and allows
internal subtrees which do not necessarily encompass leaves. A partial
tree is a generalization of a subset tree whereby partial structures of a
grammar are allowed (i.e., parts of the production rules such as [VP [V]]
form a valid PT). Moschitti [131] demonstrated that PTs obtain better
performance on dependency structures than SSTs but the latter attain
better results on constituent trees.

Kernel on shallow parsing output

Zelenko et al. [208] use shallow parsing and designed kernels to extract
relations from text. In contrast to full parsing, shallow parsing produces
partial interpretations of sentences. Each node in such a tree is enriched
with information on roles (that correspond to the arguments of a rela-
tionship). Similarity of two trees is determined by the similarity of their
nodes. Depending on how similarity is computed, Zelenko et al. [208] de-
fines two types of kernels, contiguous subtree kernels and sparse kernels.
Both types were tested on two types of relations, ‘person-affiliation’ and
‘organization-location’ exhibiting good performance. In particular, sparse
kernels outperform contiguous subtree kernels leading to the conclusion
that partial matching is important when dealing with typically sparse
natural language data.

Shortest path kernel

The shortest path kernel by Bunescu and Mooney [17] represents yet
another approach for relation extraction that is kernel-based and relies on
information found in dependency trees. A main assumption here is that
the entire dependency structure is redundant and one can focus on the
path that is connecting two relation arguments instead. The more similar
these paths are, the more likely two relation mentions belong to the same
category. In spirit with their previous work, Bunescu and Mooney [17]
seek generalizations over existing paths by adding such information as
parts of speech or named entity types.

The shortest path between relation arguments is extracted and a kernel
between two sequences (paths) x = {x1, . . . , xn} and x ′ = {x ′1, . . . , x ′m} is
computed as follows:

kB(x, x ′) =

{
0 m 6= n∏n

i=1 f(xi, x ′i) m = n
(6.2)

In Eq. 6.2, f(xi, x ′i) is the number of common features shared by xi and
x ′i. Bunescu and Mooney [17] use several features such as word (e.g.,
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protesters), part of speech tag (e.g., NNS), generalized part of speech tag
(e.g., Noun), and entity type (e.g., PERSON) if applicable. In addition, a
direction feature (→ or←) is employed. Here we replicate an example
from their paper.

Example 3. Given two dependency paths that exemplify the relation Located

such as ‘his→actions←in←Brcko’ and ‘his→arrival←in←Beijing’, both paths
are expanded by additional features as those mentioned above. It is easy to see
that comparing path 6.3 to path 6.4 gives us a score of 18 (3×1×1×1×2×1×3
= 18).

 his

PRP

PERSON

× [→]×

 actions

NNS

Noun

× [←]×

[
in

IN

]
× [←]×


Brcko

NNP

Noun

LOCATION

 (6.3)

 his

PRP

PERSON

× [→]×

 arrival

NN

Noun

× [←]×

[
in

IN

]
× [←]×


Beijing

NNP

Noun

LOCATION

 (6.4)

Let us look at the kernels that were discussed above in the light
of data representation. Even though all of them work on sequences,
the way in which subsequences are found varies from one method to
another. In some cases the comparison of two sequences relies on an
existing dictionary, whereas in other cases all possible subsequences are
considered. Dictionary-based indexing may sound attractive because it
does not allow the feature space to explode and it does supply meaningful
sequences. However, it may also be too limited as there is no guarantee
that it has a large coverage.

Two mainstreams in dictionary-based indexing differ in defining a
dictionary. For motif kernels introduced by Logan et al. [113], an existing
library of motifs is used and the input data is consequently matched
against it by considering some similarity measure. In the work of Liao and
Noble [106] the entire training set becomes a dictionary and is matched
against itself using again some similarity measure. This procedure gave
a natural name for a kernel - a pairwise kernel. The comparison ma-
trices created in this way are usually not valid. To ensure validity, the
final kernel can be defined by taking the product of the matrix and its
transpose.

All kernels that we reviewed in this section deal with sequences or
trees albeit in different ways. The empirical findings suggest that kernels
that allow fuzzy matching usually perform better when compared to
methods where similarity is defined on an exact match. To alleviate
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the problem of exact matching, some researchers suggested a solution
by generalizing over elements in existing structures [17] while others
opted for a flexible comparison. In our view, these types of methods
can complement each other [165]. As flexible as the fuzzy matching
methods are, they may suffer from low precision when the penalization
of the mismatch is low. The same holds for approaches that exploit
generalization strategies because they may easily overgeneralize. A
possible solution would be to combine both, provided that mismatches
are penalized well and generalizations are semantically plausible rather
than based on part of speech categories.

6.3 a local aligment kernel

Research on relation extraction in the past years was mainly based on
either using sentential information and neglecting syntax or exploring
various full/partial syntactic structures. Both approaches can be benefi-
cial. On the one hand, if parsing fails or produces the incorrect parses it
affects recall. On the other hand, plain sentential information is always
available but neglecting structure decreases precision. One can note from
our short overview of the kernels designed for NLP above that many
researchers admit difficulties with using entire structures and propose
sparse variants such as subsequence kernels [16], partial tree kernel [131],
or sparse kernel [208] for relation extraction. In this chapter we focus on
dependency paths as input and formulate the following requirements to
a method:

• it should allow fuzzy matching so that the dependency paths can
be compared even if they (i) are of different length, (ii) do not match
exactly

• it should be possible to incorporate prior knowledge in the learning
process

By prior knowledge we mean information that comes either from larger
corpora or from existing resources such as ontologies. For instance, it may
be beneficial to know that ‘development’ is synonymous to ‘evolution’ or
that ‘Cfb3’ is a protein. Such information may be especially useful if no
exact matches are found in the training set.

In the following subsection we will define a local alignment kernel
and show how to construct it in a way that it meets the above-mentioned
requirements.

6.3.1 Smith-Waterman distance and local alignments

Now that we described the major developments in kernel methods for
strings, we proceed to introducing a local alignment (LA) kernel. We
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have already shown that many current approaches to relation extraction
employ the idea of combining kernels together which leads to a convolu-
tion kernel [66]. Local alignment (LA) kernels also belong to the family
of convolution kernels but have not yet been applied to NLP problems.

Although the approaches listed above proved to be accurate, they only
use kernels which are designed by computing inner products between
vectors of sequences. Intuitively, methods using more elaborate measures
of similarity could provide better results but kernels defined on such
measures are not necessarily positive semi-definite. Recent work in the
biomedical field shows that it is possible to design valid kernels based
on a similarity measure by solving the diagonal dominance problem
to ensure semi-definiteness [162]. This to illustrate, Saigo et al. [161]
consider the Smith-Waterman (SW) similarity measure [177] which has
often been used to compare two sequences of amino acids. The original
Smith-Waterman score is calculated to achieve the best local alignment
allowing gaps.String distance

measures The Smith-Waterman measure belongs to the string distance measures.
They can be divided into term-based, edit-distance and HMM based
metrics [30]. Term-based distances such as metrics based on TF-IDF
score, consider a pair of word sequences as two sets of words neglecting
their order. In contrast, edit string distances treat entire sequences and,
by comparing them, calculate the minimal number of the transformation
operations converting a sequence x into a sequence x ′. Examples of
string edit distances are Levenshtein, Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-
Waterman measures. The Levenshtein distance has been used in the
natural language processing field as a component in a variety of tasks,
including semantic role labeling [164], construction of paraphrase corpora
[42], evaluation of machine translation output [104], and others. The
Smith-Waterman distance is mostly used in the biological domain, there
are, however, some applications of a modified Smith-Waterman distance
to text data as well [128, 30]. HMM based measures present probabilistic
extensions of edit distances.

According to the definition of a LA kernel, two strings (sequences)
are considered similar if they have many local alignments with high
scores [162]. Given two sequences x = x1x2 . . . xn and x ′ = x ′1x ′2 . . . x ′m
of length n and m respectively, the Smith-Waterman distance is defined
as the local alignment score of their best alignment:

SW(x, x ′) = max
π∈A(x,x ′)

s(x, x ′, π) (6.5)

In the equation above, s(x, x ′, π) is a score of a local alignment π of
sequence x and x ′ and A denotes the set of all possible alignments. This
definition can be rewritten by means of dynamic programming as follows:
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SW(i, j) = max


0

SW(i − 1, j − 1) + d(xi, x ′j )

SW(i − 1, j) − G

SW(i, j − 1) − G

(6.6)

In Equation 6.3.1, d(xi, x ′j) denotes a substitution score between two
elements xi and x ′j and G stands for a gap penalty.

Example 4. Given two words ‘Tbilisi’ and ‘Tiflis’ and the following settings:
a gap G = 1, substitution score d(x, x) = 2, d(x, x ′) = −1(x 6= x ′), the
Smith-Waterman score between them can be calculated as follows:

T B I L I S I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

I 0 1 1 3 2 1 0 1

F 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0

L 0 0 0 1 4 3 2 1

I 0 0 0 1 3 6 5 4

S 0 0 0 0 2 5 8 7

First, the first row and the first column in the matrix are initialized to 0 [177].
Then, the matrix is filled in by computing the largest value for each cell as defined
in Eq. 6.3.1. The score of the best alignment is equal to the largest element in
the matrix (8). Note that it is possible to trace back which steps were taken to
arrive at it (the cells in boldface). The local alignment that was obtained is the
following:

T - I F L I S

T B I - L I S

Unfortunately, the direct application of the Smith-Waterman score will
not result in a valid kernel. A valid kernel based on the Smith-Waterman
distance can be defined by summing up the contribution of all possible
alignments as follows [161]:

kL =
∑

π∈A(x,x ′)

eβ·s(x,x ′,π) (6.7)

where β is the scaling parameter, β > 0. It can be shown that in the
limit a LA kernel approaches the Smith-Waterman score:

lim
β→∞ ln

( 1

β
kL(x, x ′)

)
= SW(x, x ′) (6.8)
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Furthermore, to construct the LA kernel, it is necessary to take into
account not only local alignment itself but also the substrings that are
located before and after it. Except for this kernel, two other kernels have
to be defined, one that reflects an alignment and one that allows gapping.
In other words, the LA kernel is a composition of several kernels which
is in the spirit of convolution kernels.

Firstly, since the substrings before and after alignment do not influence
the alignment score, this kernel is set to a constant: k0(x, x ′) = 1.

Secondly, similarity of aligned letters (e.g., alignment of T ’s in Exam-
ple 4) is defined in the following kernel:

ka(x, x ′) =

{
0 if |x| 6= 1 or |x ′| 6= 1

eβ·d(x,x ′) otherwise
(6.9)

If the sequences’ elements are not equal, this kernel would result in 0.
The third kernel, which uses the idea of gapping is defined similarly

to (6.9) whereby the scaling parameter β is preserved but the gap penal-
ties are used instead of a similarity function between two letters:

kg(x, x ′) = eβ(g(|x|)+g(|x ′|)) (6.10)

Here, g stands for the gap function. Naturally, for a gap of length 0 this
function returns zero. For gaps of length n it is reasonable to define a gap
in terms of a gap opening o and a gap extension e, g(n) = o + e ∗ (n − 1).

All these kernels can be combined as follows:

k(r)(x, x ′) = k0 ∗ (ka ∗ kg)(r−1) ∗ ka ∗ k0 (6.11)

In Eq. 6.11, k(r)(x, x ′) quantifies an alignment of x and x ′ given that r

elements were aligned with possibly r − 1 gaps. Finally, the LA kernel is
equal to the sum taken over all possible alignments:

kL =

∞∑
i=0

k(i) (6.12)

The results in the biological domain suggest that kernels based on the
Smith-Waterman distance are more relevant for the comparison of amino
acids than string kernels. It is not clear whether this holds when applied
to natural language processing tasks. In our view, it depends on the
parameters which are used, such as a substitution matrix and the penalty
gaps. It has been shown by Saigo et al. [162] that given a substitution
matrix which is equal to the identity matrix, and no penalty gap, the
Smith-Waterman score is a string kernel.
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6.3.2 Designing a local alignment kernel for NLP tasks

In order to use the Smith-Waterman distance for our purposes, it is
necessary to define a substitution matrix. Unlike a matrix in the original
Smith-Waterman measure defined by the similarity of amino acids or a
substitution matrix in Monge and Elkan [128] based on the exact and
approximate match of two characters (for instance, m and n as we did
for Example 4), we introduce a matrix based on distributional similarity
measures. In our view, they are the most natural measures for the text
data. In other words, if we are to compare any two words given two
sequences of words (as in Example 3), the elements sharing the same
contexts should be more similar to each other than those that do not.
In the context of the LA kernel, such metrics can be especially useful.
Consider, for instance, the labeled sequences of words which are used
as input for a machine learning method. To compare the sequences, we
have to be able to compare their elements, i.e. words. Now, if there are
some words in the test data that do not occur in the training set, it is still
possible to carry out a comparison if additional evidence is present. Such
evidence can be provided by the distributional similarity metrics. Distributional

similarity measuresThere are a number of measures proposed over the years, including
such metrics as Cosine, Dice coefficient, and Jaccard distance. Dis-
tributional similarity measures have been extensively studied in Lee
[100], Weeds et al. [200].

We have chosen the following metrics: Dice, Cosine and L2(Euclidean)

whose definitions are given in Table 17. Here, xi and yj denote two words
and c stands for a context. Similarly to Lee [100], we use unsmoothed
relative frequencies to derive probability estimates P. In the definition
of the Dice coefficient, F(xi) stands for a set of contexts such that they
co-occur with xi, F(xi) = {c : P(c|xi) > 0}. We are mainly interested in
symmetric measures (d(xi, yj) = d(yj, xi)) because a symmetric positive
semi-definite matrix is required by kernel methods. Consequently, mea-
sures such as the skew divergence were excluded from consideration
[100]. The Euclidean measure as defined in Table 17 does not necessarily
vary from 0 to 1. It was therefore normalized by dividing the L2 score in
Table 17 by the maximum score and substracting it from 1.

Distributional similarity measures are very suitable if no other infor-
mation is available. In the case that data is annotated by means of some
taxonomy T , it is possible to consider measures defined over T . Resnik
[150], Budanitsky and Hirst [14] and others emphasized the difference
between semantic relatedness and semantic similarity. The former is
thought to be a more general notion which encompasses the latter. For
instance, if we consider two synonymous words such as computer and
data processor, we would conclude that they are similar, while when
we are given the pair of words computer and platform, we would tend
to describe them as related. Availability of hand-crafted resources such
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as WordNet that comprise various relationships enables to make such
distinctions in a subtle way. Distributional similarity measures provide
words that are most likely related but that again depends on the input. If
only contextual information is employed, the end result will be a coarse
approximation, i.e. relatedness. By considering very limited patterns
like ‘subject-verb-object’, one might obtain results that would approach
‘similarity’.

Measure Formula

Cosine d(xi, yj) =
∑

c P(c|xi)·P(c|yj)√∑
c P(c|xi)2

∑
c P(c|yj)2

Dice d(xi, yj) =
2·F(xi)∩F(yj)
F(xi)∪F(yj)

L2 d(xi, yj) =
√∑

c(P(c|xi) − P(c|yj))2

Table 17: A list of distributional similarity measures

Recall that in WordNet, words are grouped together in synsets where a
synset “consists of a list of synonymous words or collocations (eg. “foun-
tain pen”, “take in”), and pointers that describe the relations between
this synset and other synsets” [44]. To compare two concepts given theirWordNet relatedness

measures synsets c1 and c2 we use five different measures that have been proposed
in the past years. Most of them rely on the notions of the length of the
shortest path between two concepts c1 and c2 ln(c1, c2), the depth of
a node in the WordNet hierarchy (which is equal to the length of the
path from the root to the given synset ci) dep(ci), and a local common
subsumer (or lowest super-ordinate) between c1 and c2 lcs(c1, c2), which
in turn is a synset. To the measures that are exclusively based on these
notions belong conceptual similarity proposed by Palmer and Wu [145]
(Eq. 6.13) and the formula of the scaled semantic similarity introduced
by Leacock and Chodorow [98] (Eq. 6.14). 2 The major difference between
them lies in the fact that simlch does not consider the least common
subsumer of c1 and c2 but uses the maximum depth of the WordNet
hierarchy instead. Conceptual similarity ignores this and focuses on the
subhierarchy that includes both synsets.

simwup(c1, c2) =
2 ∗ dep(lcs(c1, c2))

ln(c1, lcs(c1, c2)) + ln(c2, lcs(c1, c2)) + 2 ∗ dep(lcs(c1, c2))

(6.13)

2 In all equations of similarity measures defined over WordNet, subscripts refer to the
similarity measure itself (e.g., lch, wup in simlch and in simwup, respectively)
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simlch(c1, c2) = − log
ln(c1, c2)

2 ∗maxc∈WordNet dep(c)
(6.14)

Aiming at combining information from several sources, Resnik [150]
introduced yet another measure that is grounded on the idea of informa-
tion content (Eq. 6.15). Intuitively, if two synsets c1 and c2 are located
deeper in the hierarchy and the path from one synset to another is short,
they should be similar. If the path between two synsets is long and
their least common subsumer is placed relatively close to the root, this
indicates that two synsets c1 and c2 do not have much in common. To
quantify this intuition, it is necessary to derive a probability estimate
for lcs(c1, c2) which can be done by employing existing corpora. More
precisely, p(lcs(c1, c2)) stands for the probability of encountering an
instance of a concept lcs(c1, c2).

simres(c1, c2) = − log p(lcs(c1, c2)) (6.15)

One of the biggest shortcomings of the Resnik’s method is the fact that
only the local common subsumer appears in Eq. 6.15. One can easily
imagine a full-blown hierarchy where the relatedness of the concepts
subsumed by the same lcs(ci, cj) can heavily vary. In other words, by
using lcs only, one is not able to make subtle distinctions between two
pairs of concepts that share the least common subsumer. To overcome
this, Jiang and Conrath [77] proposed a solution that takes into account
information about a parent-concept of ci. By comparing Eq. 6.16 against
Eq. 6.15, we will notice that now the equation incorporates not only the
probability of encountering lcs(c1, c2) but also the probability estimates
for c1 and c2.

simjcn(c1, c2) = 2 log p(lcs(c1, c2)) − (log p(c1) + log p(c2)) (6.16)

Lin [107] defined the similarity between two concepts by considering
how much commonality and differences between them are involved.
Similarly to the two previous approaches, he uses information theoretic
notions and derives the similarity measure given in Eq. 6.17.

simlin(c1, c2) =
2 ∗ log p(lcs(c1, c2))

log p(c1) + log p(c2)
(6.17)

In the past, semantic relatedness measures were evaluated on different
NLP tasks and it can be concluded that no measure performs the best
for all problems. In our evaluation, we use semantic relatedness for the
validation of generic relations and study in depth how they contribute to
the final results.
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Example 5. Let us reconsider Example 3. Here, we have to compute the LA score
given two dependency paths ‘his→actions←in←Brcko’ and ‘his→arrival←in←
Beijing’. In order to do this, we have to set the values of gaps (for instance,
the opening gap to 2 and the extension gap to 0) and the scaling parameter
β. Furthermore, it is necessary to define the similarity matrix for all pos-
sible pairs of words that are found in the input (i.e., d(’Brcko’,‘Bejing’)=1,
d(‘Brcko’,’his’)=0.01 and others). Similarity values for any word pair are cal-
culated using the aforementioned measures. The more accurate the results of
word similarity estimation are, the more accurate the sequence comparison will
be. The LA value is calculated using Eq. 6.9- 6.12.

6.4 evaluation of the la kernel on relation extraction

To evaluate the performance of the LA kernel, we consider two types of
data, domain-specific data, which comes from the biomedical domain
and generic or domain-independent data which represents a variety
of well-known and widely used relationships such as meronymy and
causation.

Many approaches to relation extraction consider syntactic information.
In this chapter we focus on dependency parsing. The experiments in
the past have already shown syntactic analysis to be useful for relation
learning. Like other work, we extract a dependency path between two
nodes corresponding to the arguments of a binary relation. We also
assume that each analysis results in a tree and since it is an acyclic
graph, there exists only one path between each pair of nodes. We do not
consider, however, other structures that might be derived from the full
syntactic analysis as in, for example, subtree kernels [131].

6.4.1 Experimental set-up

Data We use three corpora that come from the biomedical field and
contain annotations of either interacting proteins BC-PPI (1000 sentences),
AImed or the interactions among proteins and genes LLL (77 sentences
in the training set and 87 in the test set) [136]. The BC-PPI corpus
was created by sampling sentences from the BioCreAtive challenge, the
AImed corpus was sampled from the Medline collection. The LLL corpus
was composed by querying Medline with the term Bacillus subtilis. The
difference among all three corpora lies in the directionality of interactions.
As Table 51 in Appendix of this thesis shows, relations in the AImed

corpus are strictly symmetric, in the LLL they are asymmetric and BC-PPI

contains both types. We analyzed the BC corpus with the Stanford parser.
The LLL corpus has already been preprocessed by the Link parser and its
output was checked by experts. To enable comparison with the previous
work, we used the AImed corpus parsed by the Stanford parser and by
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the Enju parser (which exactly correspond to the input employed in
the experiments by Erkan et al. [43], Sætre et al. [160]). Contrary to
the Stanford parser, Enju is based on a Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) . The output of the Enju parser can be presented in
two ways, either as predicate argument structure or as a phrase structure
tree. In addition, Enju was trained on the GENIA corpus and includes a
model for parsing biomedical texts.

(6.18) Cbf3 contains three proteins, Cbf3a, Cbf3b and Cbf3c.

contains

Cbf3

nsubj

proteins

three

num

Cbf3a

conj_and

Cbf3b

conj_and

Cbf3b

conj_and

dobj

Cfb3
nsubj→ contains

dobj← proteins
conj_and←

Cbf3a

Cfb3
nsubj→ contains

dobj← proteins
conj_and←

Cbf3b

Cfb3
nsubj→ contains

dobj← proteins
conj_and← Cbf3c

Figure 14: Stanford parser’s output and representation for Example ( 6.18)

Fig. 14 exemplifies a dependency tree obtained by the Stanford parser
for the sentence in (6.18). This sentence mentions three interactions
among proteins, more precisely, between ‘Cbf3’ and ‘Cbf3a’, ‘Cbf3’ and
‘Cbf3b’, and ‘Cbf3’ and ‘Cbf3c’. All three dependency paths contain
words (lemmata) and syntactic functions (such as subj for a subject) plus
the direction of traversing a tree. Fig. 15 presents the output for the
same sentence provided by the Enju parser. The upper part refers to
the phrase structure tree and the lower part shows the paths extracted
from the predicate argument structure. The two parsers clearly differ
in their output. Firstly, the Stanford parser conveniently provides the
same paths for all three interaction pairs while the Enju analyzer does
not. Secondly, the output of the Stanford parser excludes prepositions
or conjunctions that are attached to the syntactic functions whereas
the Enju analyzer lists them in the parsing results. Such differences
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lead to different input sequences that are later fed into the LA kernel.
Consequently, the variations in input may translate into differences in
the final performance.

Cfb3
ARG1/verb← contain

ARG2/verb→ protein
ARG1/app← ,

ARG2/app→ Cbf3a

Cfb3
ARG1/verb← contain

ARG2/verb→ protein
ARG1/app← ,

ARG2/app→ Cbf3a
ARG1/coord← ,

ARG2/coord→ Cbf3b

Cfb3
ARG1/verb← contain

ARG2/verb→ protein
ARG1/app← ,

ARG2/app→ Cbf3a
ARG1/coord← and

ARG2/coord→ Cbf3c

Figure 15: Enju’s output and representation for Example ( 6.18)

There is a clear difference between domain-dependent and generic
relationships which, in the first place, can be seen in the vocabulary.
The arguments of generic relations are often annotated using external
resources such as WordNet which makes it possible to use semantic re-
latedness measures defined over them. An example of such an approach
is the data used for the SemEval Task-4 challenge. The organizers of this
contest annotated seven generic relationships, namely Cause - Effect

(C-E), Instrument - Agency (I-A), Product - Producer (P-P), Origin -

Entity (O-E), Theme - Tool (T-T), Part - Whole (P-W) and Content -

Container (C-C). A detailed definition of all relation types is provided
in Chapter 7 of this thesis where we discuss semantic types of relation
arguments. Training sets for all relations contain 140 sentences while the
test sets are smaller and have on average 75 sentences each. Similarly
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to the biomedical samples, we used the Stanford parser to analyze the
SemEval data. Substitution matrix

To estimate distributional similarity, we use the TREC 2006 Genomics

collection [70] which contains 162,259 documents from 49 journals. All
documents have been preprocessed by removing HTML-tags, citations
in the text and reference sections and stemmed by the Porter stem-
mer [194]. Furthermore, the query-likelihood approach with Dirichlet
smoothing [27] is used to retrieve document passages given a query.
All words occurring in the set of input sequences are fed as queries.
Immediate context surrounding each pair of words is used as features
to calculate distributional similarity of these words. We set the context
window to ±2 (2 tokens to the right and 2 tokens to the left of a word in
focus) and do not perform any kind of further preprocessing such as PoS
tagging.

Recall that in Section 6.3.2 we defined a substitution matrix solely based
on the words of a sentence. However, the representation we employ here
also contains information on syntactic functions and directions (Fig. 1).
To take this into account, we revise the definition of d(·, ·). We assume
sequences x = x1x2 . . . xn and y = y1y2 . . . ym to contain words (xi ∈W

where W refers to a set of words) and syntactic functions accompanied
by direction (xi /∈W). Then,

d ′(xi, yj) =



d(xi, yj) xi, yj ∈W

1 xi, yj /∈W & xi = yj

0 xi, yj /∈W & xi 6= yj

0 xi ∈W & yj /∈W

0 xi /∈W & yj ∈W

(6.19)

To test how well local alignment kernels perform compared to the
kernels proposed in the past, we implemented the method described
in Bunescu and Mooney [17] as a baseline. This method seems to be Baseline

the most natural choice because it operates on the same data structures
(dependency paths). Similarly to Bunescu’s work, in our experiments
we use lemma, part of speech tag and direction but we do not consider
entity type or negative polarity of items.

The kernels we compute are used together with the support vector
tool LibSVM [26] to detect hyperplanes separating positive examples
from negative ones. Before plugging all kernel matrices for 10-fold
cross-validation into LibSVM, they are normalized as in Eq. 6.20.

k(x
′
, y

′
) =

k(x, y)√
k(x, x)k(y, y)

+ 1 (6.20)
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To handle imbalanced data sets (most notably AImed and BC-PPI), the
examples are weighted using inverse-class probability (i.e. all training
examples of class A are weighted 1/prob(A) where prob(A) is the fraction
of training examples with class A. All significance tests were done by
using two-tailed paired t-test with confidence level 95% (α = 0.05).

In addition, in all experiments we tuned the penalty parameter C

(Eq. 3.11). To compute LA matrices we use the distributed ASCI super-
computer 3 (DAS-3) 3 which allows us to speed up the process of sequence
comparison. In particular, because of symmetricity of the resulting ma-
trices for n sequences we need to carry out n(n − 1)/2 comparisons to
build a matrix. Computations are done in parallel by reserving a number
of nodes of DAS-3 and concatenating the outputs later on.

6.4.2 Experiment I: Domain-dependent relations

Distributional similarity measures have been used for various tasks in the
past. For instance, Lee [100] employs them to detect similar nouns based
on verb-object co-occurrence pairs. The results suggest the Jaccard ′s

coefficient to be one of the best performing measures followed by some
others including Cosine. Euclidean distance fell into the group with
the largest error rates. It is of considerable interest to test whether these
metrics have an impact on the performance of a LA kernel. We do not
employ Jaccard ′s measure but the Dice coefficient is monotonic in it.

While computing distributional similarity, it may happen that a given
word x does not occur in the corpus. To handle such cases, we always
set d(xi, xi) = 1. To estimate distributional similarity, the number of hits
returned by querying the TREC collection is set to 500. Gaps are defined
through the gaps opening and extension costs. In our experiments, the
gap opening cost is set to 1.2, the extension cost to 0.2 and the scaling
parameter β to 1.LLL and BC-PPI

data sets The 10-fold cross-validation results on the BC-PPI corpus are presented
in Table 18 and on the LLL training data set in Table 19. The LA kernel
based on the distributional similarity measures performs significantly
better than the baseline. In contrast to the baseline, it is able to handle
sequences of different lengths including gaps. According to Eq. 6.2,
a comparison of any two sequences of different lengths results in the
0-score. Nevertheless it still yields high recall while precision is much
lower. Interestingly, the results of the shortest path approach on the ACE
corpus [17] were reversed by boosting precision while decreasing recall.

At first glance, the LA kernel based on the distributional similarity
measures that we selected provides similar performance. We can notice
that the L2 metric seems to be the best performing measure. On the
BC-PPI data, the method based on the L2 measure outperforms the

3 http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3

http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3
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methods based on Dice (p6.07) and on Cosine but the differences in the
latter case are not significant. No statistically significant differences were
observed between the method based on Dice and Cosine.

Method Precision Recall F1

LAK-Dice 75.56 79.72 77.56

LAK-Cosine 76.4 80.66 78.13

LAK-L2 77.56 79.31 78.42

Baseline 22.8 71.25 34.55

Table 18: Performance on the BC-PPI data set (LA kernel)

On the LLL data set, the LA method using distributional similarity mea-
sures significantly outperforms the baseline and also yields better results
than an approach based on shallow linguistic information [56]. Recent
work reported in Fundel et al. [49] also uses dependency information but
in contrast to our method, it serves as representation on which extraction
rules are defined.

The choice of the distributional measure does not seem to affect the
overall performance very much. But in contrast to the BC-PPI data set, the
kernels which use Dice and Cosine measures significantly outperform
the one based on L2 (at p6.0001 and p6.4×10−5, respectively).

Method Precision Recall F1

LAK-Dice 74.25 87.94 80.51

LAK-Cosine 73.99 88.23 80.48

LAK-L2 69.28 87.6 77.37

Fundel et al. [49] 68 83 75

Giuliano et al. [56] 62.10 61.30 61.70

Baseline 39.02 100.00 56.13

Table 19: Performance on the LLL training data set (LA kernel)

We also verified how well our method performs on the LLL test data.
Surprisingly, precision is still high (for both subsets, with co-references
and without them) while recall suffers. We hypothesize that this might
be due to the fact that for some sentences only incomplete parses are
provided and, consequently, no dependency paths between the entities
are found. For 91 out of 567 possible interaction pairs generated on
the test data, there is no dependency path extracted. In contrast, work
reported in Giuliano et al. [56] does not make use of syntactic information
which on the data without coreferences yields higher recall.

On the other hand, lower recall can also be caused by using actual
names of proteins and genes as arguments. In the work reported before,
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the named entities are often replaced by their types (e.g., PROTEIN
or GENE) and these are used as input for the learning algorithm. We
conducted additional experiments by using named entity types in the
dependency paths which led to a great improvement in terms of precision
and F1 (Table 20, withARG, w/oARG and allARG). Our method clearly
outperforms the shallow linguistic kernel but also gives better results
than the best-performing system in the LLL competition (Sbest).

coreferences Precision Recall F1

with (LAK-Dice) 60.0 31.0 40.9

w/o (LAK-Dice) 71.0 50.0 58.6

withARG (LAK-Dice) 57.6 51.7 54.5

w/oARG (LAK-Dice) 68.1 55.5 61.2

allARG (LAK-Dice) 73.7 54.2 62.5

with (Giuliano et al. [56]) 29.0 31.0 30.0

w/o (Giuliano et al. [56]) 54.8 62.9 58.6

all (Giuliano et al. [56]) 56.0 61.4 58.6

Sbest (all) 60.9 46.2 52.6

Table 20: Results on the LLL test data set (LA kernel)

AImed data set
Yet another data set that we considered was AImed. We conducted

experiments by setting the distributional measure to Dice and referred to
as AImed-Dice in Table 21 (using input obtained by the Stanford parser in
the upper part of the table, and the one provided by Enju in the lower part
of the table). Erkan et al. [43] have also used a number of distributional
measures in conjunction with either SVM or TSVM. The latter stands
for the transductive SVM which is an extension of SVM. In particular,
TSVM makes use of labeled and unlabeled data by, first, classifying the
unlabeled examples and, second, searching for the maximum margin that
separates positive and negative instances from both sets. Table 21 shows
the best performance that was obtained by Erkan et al. [43]. Similarly
to our approach, Erkan et al. [43] also employed two distance measures
(Cosine similarity and Edit distance) but these were used to compare
dependency paths without considering additional data sources. Among
models based on SVM, the one with Cosine distance, SVM-Cos provided
the best results. In the TSVM setting, the one with the Edit measure
performed the best. We can observe that AImed-Dice slightly outperforms
both but most notably it boosts precision.

In their work, Sætre et al. [160] explore several parsers and combina-
tions of features. The features included paths from two parsers, Enju and
Kenji, and word features. In general, this method also exploits SVM but
in this case it focuses on tree kernels (discussed in Section 6.2.3). To make
a fair comparison, we conducted experiments on the paths obtained by
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deep syntactic analysis (Enju parser) and compared our scores against
Sætre et al. [160]’s results. In contrast to the previous experiments, we
obtain higher recall but lower precision. Overall, the LA kernel attains
better performance than the one reported by Sætre et al. [160]. However,
when different sets of features are combined (parses from Enju and Kenji
plus word features - ‘K+Enju+W’ in Table 21), overall performance can
be improved.

Method Precision Recall F1

AImed-Dice 69.09 54.63 61.02

SVM-Cos [43] 61.99 54.99 58.09

TSVM-Edit [43] 59.59 60.68 59.96

AImed-Dice 71.16 46.71 56.4

Enju [160] 76.0 39.7 52.0

K+Enju+W [160] 78.1 62.7 69.5

Table 21: Performance on the AImed data set (LA kernel)

Bunescu [15] reports the evaluation results on the AImed corpus in the
form of a precision-recall curve. If we consider the highest precision
that was obtained in our experiments (69.09 or 71.16, depending on the
input), this roughly corresponds to a recall of 35% in his plot. In sum, the
shortest path approach never approaches performance of the LA kernel
(or by other methods we discussed here) on any of the biomedical data
sets that were studied here.

Impact of distributional measures estimation

We believe that accuracy of LA kernel crucially depends on the substitu-
tion matrix, i.e. an accurate estimate of distributional similarity. In most
cases, to obtain accurate estimates it is necessary to use a large corpus.
However, it is unclear whether differences in the estimates derived from
corpora of different sizes would affect the overall performance of the LA
kernel. To investigate this, we conducted several experiments by varying
the number of retrieved passages.

Table 22 contains the most similar words to adhere, expression and
sigF detected by the Dice measure in descending order (by varying the
number of passages retrieved per query). While the order of the most
similar words for sigF does not change very much from one setting to
another, estimates for adhere and expression depend more on the number
of passages retrieved. Moreover, not only the actual ordering changes,
but also the number of similar words does. For instance, while there
are only four words similar to adhere found when 100 passages per each
query are used, already 12 similar words to adhere are detected when the
count of extracted documents is set to 1,000 passages per query.
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Note that the most similar words to sigF are all named entities. Even
though sigF does not occur in the training data, we can still hypothesize
that it is likely to be a target of the relation because it is found to be similar
to sigE, cotC and tagA. These three genes can be found in the training set
and they are usually targets (second argument) of the interaction relation.
This leads us to the conclusion that it is very likely for sigF to be (i) a
gene, (ii) a target.

adhere expression sigF

Dice@100 contribute, belong, processing, overlap, cotC, tagA,

bind, map production, localization, rocG, tagF,

sequestration whiG

Dice@500 contribute, belong, end, localization, sigE, comK,

bind, occur, presence, processing, cotC, sigG,

result absence tagA

Dice@1,000 contribute, bind, presence, assembly, sigE, comK,

convert, occur, localization, processing, cotC, sigG,

belong activation tagA

Dice@1,500 bind, contribute, localization, assembly, sigE, comK,

convert, correspond, presence, activation, cotC, sigG,

belong processing tagA

Table 22: Top 5 similar words for ‘adhere’, ‘expression’, and ‘sigF’ (LLL data set)

Table 23 shows results on the LLL data set with varying amounts of
data used for estimating the distributional similarity (dice measure). We
observe a decrease in precision and in recall when increasing the number
of hits to 1,500 (Dice@1,500 is significantly different from Dice@1,000 at
p6.0002 and from Dice@500 at p6.1×10−4). Changing the number of
hits from 500 to 1,000 results in a subtle increase in recall.

The results on the BC-PPI data set show a similar tendency. The LA
with Dice@100 is significantly different from Dice@1, 000 (at p6 .03) and
from Dice@500 (at p6.02).The subtle changes in recall and precision can
be attributed to the relatively low absolute values of the similarity scores.
For instance, even though the order of similar words in Table 22 changes
while increasing the data used for estimation, the difference between the
absolute values can be quite small. It is however somewhat surprising
that increasing the number of hits to 1,500 for the LLL corpus degrades
the overall performance.

Contribution of syntactic features

In most work on relation extraction where syntactic paths are used,
the paths always consist of words or lemmata and syntactic functions
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Size Precision Recall F1

Dice@500 74.25 87.94 80.51

Dice@1,000 74.38 88.02 80.62

Dice@1,500 69.87 86.85 77.43

Table 23: Performance on the LLL data set by varying estimation settings

Size Precision Recall F1

Dice@100 75.56 79.72 77.58

Dice@500 76.72 81.01 78.80

Dice@1,000 76.56 80.78 78.61

Table 24: Performance on the BC-PPI data set by varying estimation settings

(dependencies) that relate them to each other. Usually, it is unclear
whether dependencies and direction of traversal contribute to the overall
performance. Table 25 below shows some results on the biomedical
corpora provided the syntactic functions and the direction are removed.
As can be seen, performance degrades and at closer look we can conclude
that the absence of dependencies influences recall and precision to the
same extent. Direction is undoubtedly very important for the asymmetric
relations but together with syntactic functions it plays a significant role
for a wider range of relationships.

Size Precision Recall F1

Dice@100 39.60 46.05 42.58

Cosine@100 42.8 47.35 44.96

L2@100 41.60 40.15 40.86

Table 25: Performance on the BC-PPI paths with removed dependencies and
direction

Additional experiments on the data set by varying distributional simi-
larity estimation settings exhibit the same tendency. Removing syntactic
functions and direction is always harmful and leads to worse perfor-
mance.

LA kernel parameters: do they matter?

Saigo et al. [161] have already shown that the parameter β has a signifi-
cant impact on accuracy. We have also carried out additional experiments
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by varying gap values and the value of β. Results are visualized in Fig. 16.
The opening and extension gap values are separated by the slash symbol
and the values on the X-axis in the form ‘a/b’ should be read as “the
opening gap is set to a and the extension gap is equal to b”. The kernel
matrices were normalized as in Eq. 6.20 and all examples were weighted.
Performance on the BC-PPI data set (dice@500) is shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16: Varying the gaps and β parameters: f-score

The results in Fig. 16 indicate that decreasing β leads to a decrease in
overall performance. Moreover, varying gap values causes subtle changes
in the F1 score but these changes are not as drastic as changes due to the
lower β.

Changes in F1 are more likely to be explained by variances in precision
and recall. To investigate this matter, we look at how both measures
depend on parameter changes. If β is set to a low value, one can expect
that this will nearly diminish the impact of the substitution matrix, i.e.
similarity among elements. For this reason we hypothesize that larger
values of the scaling parameter β should result in higher recall. Indeed,
Fig. 18 supports this hypothesis and the recall plot resembles the one
for the F1 score. Varying parameter values has a much lower impact on
precision (Fig. 17) but, still, precision decreases when the β parameter is
larger.

Overall, β seems to influence the final results the most, although gap
values make a contribution as well. According to the results we obtained,
setting an extension gap e to a large value (or equal to the opening gap
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Figure 17: Varying the gaps and β parameters: precision
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o) is undesirable. Since the scaling parameter β is applied not only to
the substitution matrix but to the gap values as well, setting β below
0.5 decreases the effects of gap penalization and similarity of elements.
Consequently, the best performance is attained by setting β to 1. This
suggests that the final performance of the LA kernel is influenced by a
combination of parameters and their choice is crucial for obtaining the
good performance.

6.4.3 Experiment II: Generic relations

Another series of experiments was carried out on seven generic relations
from the SemEval challenge, Task 4. Here, many relation mentions were
nominal compounds (like ‘coffee maker’) which greatly reduced avail-
ability of contextual information between two arguments (e.g., ‘coffee’
and ‘maker’). We assume therefore information coming from WordNet
to be especially helpful in this case. In all our experiments we used 5

relatedness measures defined earlier in Section 6.3.2 plus one additional
measure which is called ‘random’. The random measure indicates that
the relatedness values were generated randomly and is thus very suitable
as a baseline (Brandom). Another baseline is Bunescu kernel (Bbunescu).

The first question of interest is what implications the choice of se-
mantic relatedness measure has. To answer this question, we perform
10-fold cross-validation on the training data. It can be seen from Fig. 20,
Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 that no measure is a clear winner for all seven re-
lationships. Among all 5 measures only wup and lin always perform
better than the random score. In most cases, the Resnik score is outper-
formed by the other measures. The behaviour of the Leacock-Chodorow
score (lch) and jcn varies from one semantic relationship to another. For
instance, use of jcn seems to boost precision for causation, meronymy,
Product - Producer, and Theme - Tool. For the remaining three re-
lations it is clearly not the best-performing measure. The use of the
Leacock-Chodorow measure results in good performance on all but
one (Product - Producer) relationships. In addition, only for Cause -

Effect, Instrument - Agency, Theme - Tool and Content - Container

all measures are better than random.
As expected, the relatedness measures behave similarly on the test data

(Table 26). With very small difference in performance between wup, lin
and lch measures, lch turned to be a measure that provides the best results
on five out of seven relationships. Cause-Effect and Product-Producer

are the only relationships where jcn performs better. On average, the
LA kernel significantly outperforms the two baselines. Moreover, when
compared to the best results of the SemEval competition, [55], our method
delivers similar performance (in terms of F1 score) to the best system
(bestSV ).
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We have mentioned in Section 6.2 that optimal use of prior knowledge
should allow us to reduce the number of the training instances without
significant changes of performance. Now we will return to this issue by
splitting the training set in several subsets, creating a model for each
subset and applying it to the SemEval test data. As Fig. 19 suggests,
most relationships are recognized well even when a relatively small
data sample is used. The exception is the Theme-Tool relation where
increasing the training data clearly helps. This finding is in line with [57]
whose system was a combination of kernels on the same data. Their
results also indicate that all relations but one (Theme-Tool) are extracted
well even if only a quarter of the training set is used.

Relation type Acc P R F1 measure

Cause - Effect 58.75 56.25 87.80 68.57 jcn

Instrument - Agency 76.92 73.81 81.58 77.50 lch

Product - Producer 66.67 67.03 98.39 79.74 jcn

Origin - Entity 74.07 77.78 58.33 66.67 lch

Theme-Tool 74.65 67.74 72.41 70.00 lch

Part - Whole 80.56 73.08 73.08 73.08 lch

Content - Container 71.62 79.31 60.53 68.66 lch

av. 71.89 70.71 76.02 72.03

Brandom 55.83 61.61 55.50 53.93

Bbunescu 58.23 52.50 54.30 49.19

bestSV 76.3 79.7 69.8 72.4

Table 26: Results on the SemEval test data set (LA kernel)

6.5 discussion

We introduce the LA kernel in the NLP domain and show that it is well
suited for relation extraction. In particular, the results are very encour-
aging on both domain-dependent and generic relationships. We also
demonstrated that the choice of LA parameters is crucial for attaining
good performance. In our experiments the scaling parameter β con-
tributes to the overall performance at most but the other parameters such
as gap values have to be taken into account as well. When β approaches
infinity, the LA kernel approximates the Smith-Waterman distance but
increasing β does not necessarily have a positive impact on the final
performance. This finding is in line with the results obtained by [161] on
the homology detection task.

An advantage of this method over the Bunescu shortest path is that it
is capable of handling paths of different lengths. By allowing gaps and
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penalizing them, the final kernel matrix becomes less sparse. Moreover,
we show that syntactic dependencies and direction provide very useful
information for relation extraction and removing them decreases the
overall performance no matter what LA settings are used. The shortest
path approach also attempts to generalize over the dependency paths
but it usually overgeneralizes which leads to high recall scores (Table 18

and Table 19) but to poor overall performance. One explanation for
overgeneralization may be that this method accounts well for structural
similarity (provided sequences of the same length) but fails to provide
finer distinctions among dependency paths. Consider, for example, two
sequences ‘trip← makes→ tram’ and ‘coffee← makes→ guy’ whereby
the first path represents a negative instance of the Product-Producer

relation and the second path corresponds to a positive one. Even though
they do not match exactly, the elements that do not match are all nouns
in singular. Consequently, comparison according to the shortest path
method will result in a relatively high similarity score. In contrast, the LA
kernel will consider similarity of the elements and the pairs ‘trip’-‘coffee’
and ‘tram’-‘guy’ will obtain low scores.
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Figure 19: Learning curve on the SemEval test data set

One of the motivations for applying the LA kernel to relation extraction
was to use prior knowledge for the latter. Here, we explore two pos-
sibilities, distributional models and information provided by WordNet.
Distributional models are widely acknowledged as a good means for
boosting performance and providing better coverage. Most recently, it
was shown by Padó et al. [144] that distributional information is helpful
for semantic role labelling. In general, distributional models can be
considered a special case of word space models. Given access to a large
amount of data, the latter are also known to be helpful on a number of
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tasks. Nevertheless, many questions arise when it comes to what word
space models perform well on which tasks.

We mentioned earlier that estimating distributional similarity from
raw text might give a coarse approximation of similarity while using
syntactic relations might better account for the similarity. Still, in our
case of having words of diverse parts of speech in the dependency paths,
the former option seemed more natural. The experiments in Séaghdha
and Copestake [169] also suggest that given a large corpus of n-grams,
the final performance can be even better than the one attained by using
syntactic relations in the BNC corpus.

In our setting, we considered three distributional measures that have
already been studied before. Given previous work by Lee [100], one
would expect Euclidean distance to attain worse results than the other
two measures. Indeed, on the LLL corpus, the LA kernel employing L2

shows a significant decrease in performance. As to the other measures,
the method using Dice significantly outperforms the one based on the L2

measure only on the LLL corpus while there is no significant improvement
on the BC-PPI data set. Based on the experiments we have conducted, we
conclude that the LA kernel using Dice and Cosine measures performs
similarly on the LLL data set and the BC-PPI corpus.

For generic relations, semantic relatedness plays a significant role. The
difference in F1 score between models that use semantic relatedness and
ones where the relatedness values are generated randomly amounts to
nearly 20%. All measures exhibit different performance on the seven
generic relationships that we worked on. Even though there is no best
performing measure for all the relations, we found the Resnik score to
provide lower results than other measures. Interestingly, Budanitsky and
Hirst [14] used semantic relatedness measures to detect malapropism
and showed that jcn delivers the best results followed by lin and lch and
then by res. Our results are quite similar to their findings except for the
fact jcn does not always perform the best.

Despite the sparseness problem that might occur when WordNet-based
measures are used, these measures have an advantage over the distribu-
tional measures by treating elements to be compared as concepts rather
than words. In the NLP community, few steps have been already taken
to solve this problem by clustering words in large corpora aiming at the
word sense discovery Pennacchiotti and Pantel [146]. Recently, Moham-
mad [125] in his thesis investigated the compatibility of distributional
measures with ontological ones. By using corpus statistics and a the-
saurus, the author introduced distributional profiles of senses and defined
distance measures on them. Having evaluated the measures on a number
of tasks such as ranking word pairs in order of their semantic distance
and word sense disambiguation, Mohammad [125] showed that in most
cases the distributional concept-distance measures outperform WordNet-
based measures and word distributional measures. Even though this
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new approach to calculating similarity was tested on generic corpora, it
would be of a certain interest to apply it to domain-specific data.

6.6 conclusions

We presented a novel approach to relation extraction which is based on
the local alignments of sequences. To compare two sequences, additional
information is used which is not necessarily present in the training data.
By employing distributional measures for biomedical relationships we
obtain a considerable improvement over the baseline and work reported
before. Using semantic relatedness measures on generic relations re-
sults in state-of-the-art performance and significantly outperforms two
baselines.

Overall, local alignment kernels provide a flexible means to work with
data sequences. Firstly, they allow a partial match between sequences
which is particularly important when dealing with text. Secondly, it is
possible to incorporate prior knowledge in the learning process while
preserving kernel validity. In general, LA kernels can be applied to other
problems as long as the input data is in the form of sequences.
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Figure 20: Performance on the training set (Cause - Effect, Instrument -

Agency and Product - Producer relations)
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Figure 21: Performance on the training set (Origin - Entity, Theme - Tool

and Part - Whole relations
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Figure 22: Performance on the training set (Content - Container relation)




